Sanctions Package III of 28 February
Date
1. 28 Feb.

Regulation

Regime

Decision

CR 2022/334

Russia
(CR
883/2014)

CD 2022/335

OJ
L
57

Action
Amends CD 2014/512 by:
-

-

-

adding paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 to Art 1a to provide that transactions related to
the management of reserves as well as of assets of the Central Bank of Russia,
including transactions with any legal person, entity or body acting on behalf
of, or at the direction of, the Central Bank of Russia, are prohibited;
inserting Art 4e to preclude aircraft operated by Russian air carriers from
being granted permission to land in, take off from, or overfly the territory of
the Union;
inserting Art 4f to assign role to Network Manager in assisting in relation to
prohibition in Art 4e;
replacing Art 8 re: circumvention of prohibitions.

Amends CR 883/2014 by:
- adding a definition of “Russian air carrier” in Art 1;
- inserting Art 3d to prohibit aircraft operated by Russian air carriers from being
granted permission to land in, take off from, or overfly the territory of the
Union;
- inserting Art 3e to assign role to Network Manager in assisting in relation to
prohibition in Art 3d;
- adding paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 to Art 5a to provide that transactions related to
the management of reserves as well as of assets of the Central Bank of Russia,
including transactions with any legal person, entity or body acting on behalf
of, or at the direction of, the Central Bank of Russia, are prohibited;
- replacing Art 12 re: circumvention of prohibitions.

Sanctions Package III of 28 February
Date

Regulation

Regime

Decision

2. 28 Feb.

CIR
2022/336

Ukraine
(Territorial
Integrity)
(CR
269/2014)

CD 2022/337

Note:




CR = Council Regulation
CIR = Council Implementing Regulation
CD = Council Decision

OJ
L
58

Action
Amends Annex I to CR 269/2014 and the Annex to CD 2014/145 to add 26 individuals
and one entity to the list.

